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Public Relations Cases
"Provide your students with a reasoning process that leads
to good decision making in the fast paced world of public
relations....Students engaged in case analysis learn to
think, analyze, react and evaluate so that they develop
transferable critical, analytical, problem focused skills
that can be used in all workplace settings and life in
general. The process enables students to apply theories and
concepts that they are learning in an immediately
applicable fashion. This maximizes retention. Casing Public
Relations features more than thirty intriguing fictional
case study scenarios that all levels of decision makers in
our media and social media saturated world may face. Casing
Public Relations: Is an invaluable supplementary book for
in-person or online undergraduate/entry level graduate
public relations and communication courses; Uses the "safe
distance case method of study" to analyze scenarios. This
approach to teaching and learning is most notably used in
the legendary Harvard Law School; Brings issues to life by
featuring case studies written by a diverse collection of
public relations scholars and practitioners; Does not limit
the reader with potential solutions and best solutions to a
problem. This enables a class to apply the concepts of a PR
course to the case itself and come up with a decision on
their own." -- Publisher's description.
Two commissions within the Public Relations Society of
America have recently defined courses in case-study
analysis, research methods, and behavioral-science theory
as central to an acceptable public relations curriculum. To
date, these three "streams" within PR education have run
independently of each other. The authors produced this
volume because they believe that there is a growing demand
for an integrative "applied theory" approach to the study
of public relations cases. The need for PR professionals to
study the social, political, and economic contexts of
public relations carefully had been apparent for some time
as issues management and environment scanning emerged as
focal points of modern public relations. Yet there was no
systematic framework for such study. This volume, however,
with its strong foundation in theory, provides just that
framework and is highly suitable for graduate-level courses
in public relations.
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While public relations practitioners have long focused on
the relationship between organizations and their
stakeholders, there has never been a time when that
relationship was so dominated by public participation. The
new model of multiple messages originating from multiple
publics at varying levels of engagement is widely
acknowledged, but not widely explored in scholarly texts.
The established model of one-way communication and message
control no longer exists. Social media and an increasingly
participatory culture means that fans are taking a more
active role in the production and co-creation of messages,
communication, and meaning. These fans have significant
power in the relationship dynamic between the message, the
communicator, and the larger audience, yet they have not
been defined using current theory and discourse. Our
existing conceptions fail to identify these active and
engaged publics, let alone understand virtual communities
who are highly motivated to communicate with organizations
and brands. This innovative and original research
collection attempts to address this deficit by exploring
these interactive, engaged publics, and open up the
complexities of establishing and maintaining relationships
in fan-created communities.
Analyzes how contemporary businesses and organizations
interact with key groups and influences. This book examines
how real organizations develop and maintain their
relationships, offering insights into contemporary business
and organizational management practices.
A Practical Guide to Ethics in Public Relations
An Overview of the Public Relations Function
Public Relations Practices
Fandom, Social Media and Community Engagement
Cases in Public Relations Management
A Strategic Approach
Primarily using PUBLIC RELATIONS Society of America awardwinning cases, PUBLIC RELATIONS CASES, Ninth Edition,
presents a clear theoretical grounding in the major areas
of public relations. Using the ROPE process model
(Research, Objectives, Programming, and Evaluation), the
authors keep students focused on the strategic elements of
exemplary communications campaigns. The case studies
provide glimpses into best practices for public relations
campaigns as recognized by professionals in the field. The
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cases all use a strategic communications model, where
clearly defined objectives are based on sound research and
good audience analysis, followed by creative tactics that
are evaluated for their effectiveness. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Institutions attempt to influence their
environments--politically, socially, economically,
psychologically--and that influence occurs in part through
rhetoric in the practice of public relations. This volume
examines that process of influence-the theoretical bases
and practical effects of public relations campaigns.
Directed primarily toward undergraduate marketing
college/university majors, this text also provides
practical content to current and aspiring industry
professionals. Written by two of the most respected
individuals in the field, "Public Relations Practices"
presents timeless case studies to help future practitioners
develop agility in the principles and applications of
effective two-way communications likely to confront them
and their employer.
Winner of the 2021 National Communication Association PRIDE
award in the 'Outstanding Textbook' category! Explore a
wide range of theoretical frameworks and themes for public
relations in this comprehensive and authoritative work
Public Relations Theory: Capabilities and Competencies is a
comprehensive overview of the major theoretical
perspectives in public relations, considering the
evolution, diversification and merger of approaches that
have been spurred by rapid changes in society, cultural
boundaries, technology, and media environments. Authors JaeHwa Shin and Robert Heath explain both organizational and
social theories of public relations, including cases and
challenges to help students bring theory and research to
bear on solving the daily challenges of public relations
practice. Rather than advocate in favor of a particular
theoretical view or position, Public Relations Theory:
Capabilities and Competencies covers a broad range of
theoretical perspectives and themes in public relations,
including: An examination of excellence theory, contingency
theory, rhetorical theory, and critical theory as these
perspectives apply to public relations Issues management,
crisis management, risk management and conflict management
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with respect to public relations Combining theory and
practice for conceptualization and strategic execution of
robust public relations programs and campaigns The
importance of public relations ethics to serve the public
good How to define “the public” or “relationships” in the
field of public relations The book closes with discussion
of emerging topics and the recent transformation of public
relations theory to take diversity, technology, and global
identity into account and offers insight into future
direction. This book is perfect for upper level
undergraduate and graduate students of public relations in
journalism and communication. It will also be useful for
public relations practitioners who hope to improve their
understanding of the theoretical background and principles
of their work and serve as an excellent reference for
doctoral students and researchers in the area.
100+ Affordable Ways to Easily Create Buzz for Your
Business
Social Media Campaigns
PR for Anyone
Media Relations
Public Relations and Online Engagement
Adventures in Public Relations
As media continues to evolve, social media has become even more
integral to public relations activities, presenting new opportunities
and challenges for practitioners. Relationships between publics and
organizations continue to be first and foremost, but the process and
possibilities for mutually beneficial relationships are being
rewritten in situ. This volume aims to explore and understand
highly engaged publics in a variety of social media contexts and
across networks. The hope is the expansion and extension of public
relations theories and models in this book helps move the discipline
forward to keep up with the practice and the media environment.
Contributors analyzed a range of organizations and industries,
including corporate, entertainment, government, and political
movements, to consider how public relations practitioners can
facilitate ethical and effective communication between parties. A
consistent thread was the need for organizations and practitioners
to better understand the diverse backgrounds of publics, including
age, ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation, beyond surface-level
demographic stereotypes and assumptions. This book will be of
interest to researchers, academics, and students in the field of
public relations and communication, especially those with a
particular interest in online engagement and social media as a PR
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tool.
Adventures in Public Relations engages students in the practice of
public relations with exciting, timely, representative cases
combined with a strong focus on critical thinking and problem
solving. This text conveys the excitement and challenge of public
relations by presenting students with a real-world portrait of the
profession. Students will learn from the successes and failures of
the public relations campaigns examined in the text. The book's
focus on critical thinking helps students develop the problemsolving skills essential to success in public relations. As with the
authors' successful introductory text, Public Relations: A ValuesDriven Approach, this text also encourages readers to identify,
refine, and test their own values systems.
Cases in Public Relations Strategy draws on original, real-world
case studies to provide students with a strategic approach to
meeting the needs of a client before, during, and beyond a
campaign. Using the RACE (Research, Action Planning,
Communication, and Evaluation) model, students explore successful
contemporary campaigns and evaluate best practices in all major
areas of public relations activity. This practical, client-oriented text
shows students how to systematically evaluate and adapt to the
needs of a particular client—whether big or small, global or local,
for-profit or nonprofit—in order to launch the most effective
campaign. Each case includes a brief introduction focused on
fundamentals and core competencies, and all cases have been
carefully selected to present a wide range of client types. In
addition to the lessons from professionals in the case studies, a
section on PR consulting and an appendix on advancing your PR
career give students the knowledge and skills they need for success
in the field. Give your students the SAGE edge! SAGE edge offers a
robust online environment featuring an impressive array of free
tools and resources for review, study, and further exploration,
keeping both instructors and students on the cutting edge of
teaching and learning. Learn more at edge.sagepub.com/stjohn.
Public relations as described in this volume is, among other things,
society’s solution to problems of maladjustment that plague an
overcomplex world. All of us, individuals or organizations, depend
for survival and growth on adjustment to our publics. Publicist
Edward L. Bernays offers here the kind of advice individuals and a
variety of organizations sought from him on a professional basis
during more than four decades. With such knowledge, every
intelligent person can carry on his or her activities more effectively.
This book provides know-why as well know-how. Bernays explains
the underlying philosophy of public relations and the PR methods
and practices to be applied in specific cases. He presents broad
approaches and solutions as they were successfully carried out in
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his long professional career. Public relations is not publicity, press
agentry, promotion, advertising, or a bag of tricks, but a continuing
process of social integration. It is a field of adjusting private and
public interest. Everyone engaged in any public activity, and every
student of human behavior and society, will find in this book a
challenge and opportunity to further both the public interest and
their own interest.
Public Relations and Participatory Culture
Cases in Public Relations Strategy
Issues and strategies
Case Studies of Corporate Discourse and Social Influence
Public Relations Case Studies from Around the World (2nd Edition)
Capabilities and Competencies
This book provides an executive overview of the field of public
relations with a focus on what managers need to know to master
the function quickly and effectively. The authors bring to bear
on the topic of public relations management our research and
academic knowledge in the areas of business management and
strategy, mass communication, marketing, public relations,
organizational communication, journalism, ethics, and public
opinion along with years of professional experience in managing
public relations.
A practical, highly accessible guide for novice researchers
conducting qualitative research in public relations and
marketing communications, this book guides the reader through
all aspects of the research process.
Public relations and the media are in a time of major change.
The rise of social media, altered media platforms, evolving
legislative environments and new models of communication have
altered not only the working environments of public relations
and the news and entertainment media, but also many aspects of
how these industries work together. Media Relations provides a
practical and thorough introduction to media work in this
changing environment. Based on a solid understanding of media
culture and theory, Jane Johnston shows how to steer a path
between the technical and human elements of media relations. She
drills down into the different types of media, analysing their
applications, strengths and weaknesses, and shows how to target
your message to the right media outlets, whether national
television, community radio, celebrity magazines or influential
blogs. This second edition has been revised throughout and
includes new case studies, and new chapters on digital and
social media, media campaigns, and legal and ethical
considerations. 'Media Relations: Issues and Strategies is
written in an engaging, easy to understand style. It provides
excellent examples and cases of media relations.' - Global Media
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Journal
Social media has ushered in a new era of communication between
organizations and key stakeholders. This text guides readers
through a four-step process of developing a robust social media
campaign. Covering the latest industry standards and best
practices to engage digital audiences through social listening,
strategic design, creative engagement and evaluation, each
chapter also includes expert insights from social media
professionals. Focusing on principles rather than a specific
platform, this is a text dedicated to developing social media
competency that can adapt to any organization or environment.
Audiences, Fandom and Influencers
Translating Ethics Into Action
Social, Political, and Economic Contexts in Public Relations
Introduction to Strategic Public Relations
Strategies for Public Relations and Marketing
Application and Understanding
The comprehensive guide to applied PR theory in the 21st century Public
Relations Theory explores the central principles and theoretical
components of public relations and their practical applications in actual
situations. This informative text helps readers to understand the
concepts, approaches, and perspectives of PR theory and learn
development methods, implementation strategies, management
techniques, and more. Chapters written by recognized experts on each
topic provide readers with knowledge on how, when, and why
appropriate theories are applied. Focusing on how organizations and
individuals integrate theory in a public relations framework, each chapter
explains one function, explores its potential challenges and
opportunities, provides an example of the function in practice, and offers
discussion questions and additional reading suggestions. Unique in
structure, this text arranges chapters by function, rather than theory,
allowing readers to see how multiple theories can be applied to each
public relations function and how theories can be used in different
professional settings. Comprehensive treatment of topics including social
and emerging media, globalization, public diplomacy, corporate and
investor relations, and others ensures relevant and timely coverage of
contemporary PR issues. Demonstrates how public relations theory is
applied in real-world practice Illustrates how successfully applied public
relations theories lead to positive outcomes Discusses the relevance of
public relations with accessible and engaging language Offers multiple
perspectives from leading international public relations scholars Includes
pedagogical tools including chapter discussion questions, practical
examples, tables, and suggested reading lists Public Relations Theory:
Application and Understanding is suitable for instructors and graduate
and advanced undergraduate students in courses on public relations
theory, as well as practitioners seeking further knowledge on the most
current developments in the field.
Public Relations Campaigns: An Integrated Approach introduces you to
the process of creating public relations campaigns using a hands-on
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approach that emphasizes the tools you will need when working in the
industry. Authors Regina M. Luttrell and Luke W. Capizzo present real
examples and current case studies to help you develop practical skills for
creating more effective PR campaigns. You are given multiple
opportunities to practice and build your skills throughout the book by
learning how to incorporate the PESO model—Paid media, Earned media,
Social media, and Owned media. The PESO model helps students
understand the importance of creating integrated campaigns that
coordinate PR efforts with both advertising and marketing. Key Features
The book offers a timely focus on the PESO model and its use in
integrated campaigns, providing students with an understanding of
today’s best practices in PR. Numerous case studies and exercises
throughout the book aid in a deeper understanding of how research,
perspective, and insights can be leveraged in public relations campaigns.
Real-world information including sample PR plans with budgets prepare
students for success in their future careers.
The public relations industry is undergoing a revolution in using data to
define promotional programs, to measure influence and to address the
needs of clients with more precision than ever. Applying tools that range
from online surveys to social-media listening to applying big data with
sophisticated algorithms, today’s PR professionals are data-driven in
virtually everything they do. Data-Driven Public Relations Research is the
first book for PR students and practitioners to offer an overview of these
new practices as well as a glimpse into the future of these new
applications, including "big data" and some of the applications from realworld PR campaigns and strategic planning. It includes contemporary
cases involving brand name companies who are blazing new trails in the
use of metrics in public relations. This book presents a practical,
accessible approach that requires no prior training or experience, with
easy to follow, step-by-step measurement examples from existing
campaigns. Using Excel, the book enables readers to export lessons from
the classroom to the office, where use of statistical packages is rare and
can give PR practitioners the advantage over competitors. This pragmatic
approach helps readers apply metrics to PR problems such as: Finding
the best target audiences Understanding audience communication needs
and preferences How best to present research outcomes How to manage
major projects with specialized research firms. Accompanying electronic
resources for the book include sample answers to the book’s discussion
questions, PowerPoint lecture slides for instructors and sample research
exercises using Excel.
In addition to traditional management tools, government administrators
require a fundamental understanding of the tools available to address
the ever-changing context of government communications. Examining the
ins and outs of the regulations influencing public information, The
Practice of Government Public Relations unveils novel ways to integrate
cutting-edge technologies—including Web 2.0 and rapidly emerging social
media—to craft and maintain a positive public image. Expert practitioners
with extensive government communications experience address key
topics of interest and provide an up-to-date overview of best practices.
They examine the specifics of government public relations and detail a
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hands-on approach for the planning, implementation, and evaluation of
the wide-ranging aspects of government public relations—including how
to respond during a crisis.In addition to the tools provided on the
accompanying CD-ROM, most chapters include a Best Practice Checklist
to help you successfully utilize the communication strategies outlined in
the book. Focusing on the roles of government managers enacting
policies adopted by elected officials and politicians, this book is ideal for
program managers seeking innovative and inexpensive ways to
accomplish their programs’ missions. While no manager can be an expert
in all aspects of public administration, this book helps you understand
the external communications tools available to advance the mission and
results of your agency.
International and Intercultural Public Relations
International Perspectives
The Practice of Government Public Relations
Public Relations Campaigns
Corporate Public Relations
A New Historical Perspective
The case studies in this book, many of which have won national or international awards, represent an
impressive scope of public relations practice - from public diplomacy to corporate social responsibility
to community relations to tourism to fundraising. They include best practices of multinational
corporations, non-governmental organizations and governmental agencies around the world.
The emergence of relationship management as a paradigm for public relations scholarship and practice
necessitates an examination of precisely what public relations achieves -- its definition, function and
value, and the benefits it generates. Promoting the view that public relations provides value to
organizations, publics, and societies through relationships, Public Relations as Relationship
Management takes a in-depth look at organization-public relationships and explores the strategies that
can be employed to cultivate and maintain them. Expanding on the work published in the first edition,
this thoroughly up-to-date volume covers such specialized areas of public relations as non-profit
organizations, shareholder relations, lobbying, employee relations, and risk management. It expands the
reader’s ability to understand, conceptualize, theorize, and measure public relations through the
presentation of state-of-the-art research and examples of the use of the relationship paradigm. Developed
for scholars, researchers, and advanced students in public relations, Public Relations as Relationship
Management provides a contemporary perspective on the role of relationships in public relations, and
encourages further research and study.
Primarily using Public Relations Society of America award-winning cases, PUBLIC RELATIONS
CASES presents a clear theoretical grounding in themajor areas of public relations. Using the ROPE
process model (research, objectives, programming, and evaluation), the authors keep studentsfocused on
the strategic elements of exemplary communications campaigns. The case studies provide glimpses into
best practices for publicrelations campaigns as recognized by professionals in the field. The cases all use
a strategic communications model where clearly definedobjectives are based on sound research and
good audience analysis, followed by creative tactics that are evaluated for their effectiveness.
"International and Intercultural Public Relations" provides a format for analyzing public relations
campaigns and then applies it in 19 case studies written by public relations scholars. This text uses both
the case method and an analysis of public relations campaigns to help students learn to apply concepts of
planning, research, and international or intercultural communication to the field of public relations. It is
appropriate for general public relations campaigns courses as well as those specifically focused on
intercultural or international public relations. FeaturesFeatures 19 real-life international or intercultural
cases, complete with critiques, providing a diverse selection of successful and unsuccessful campaigns
for students to learn from and analyze. Begins with detailed descriptions of case development
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techniques, supplying students with a framework for analysis of the cases in the text. Describes and
demonstrates the "ROSTE model, " a system that can be used to critique or develop any public relations
campaign, so students can apply their knowledge outside the text or classroom. Includes both mass
communication and speech communication theories, making them applicable to courses in journalism,
public relations, or communication programs. Incorporates instructions for case development and
critique as well as class discussion and analysis, helping instructors to encourage critical thinking in the
classroom. Provides suggested readings and bibliographies to facilitate student research projects and
reports. Praise for "International and Intercultural Public Relations" "This is an exciting text that I would
include in my library and use. It is cutting edge and hits all of the targeted marks that I look for in a
text." "Eric Brown, Canyon College" "This manuscript utilizes a unique concept, ROSTE, to produce
national and international campaigns. It has up-to-date national and international cases illustrating the
intricacies of successful and unsuccessful campaigns. . . ." "Deborah Menger, University of Texas at San
Antonio"
Public Relations Theory
Qualitative Research Methods in Public Relations and Marketing Communications
Applied Public Relations
Data-Driven Public Relations Research
PR Case Studies and Campaigns
Public Relations Inquiry as Rhetorical Criticism

Intended for a junior/senior level course in Public Relations, this case
study textbook takes a different approach to teaching students about the
public relations world. Most case study textbooks deconstruct prizewinning campaigns that show one path to meeting a challenge or an
opportunity. Cases in Public Relations Management uses recent cases
with outcomes that weren’t always successful and challenges students to
think analytically, strategically and practically. Each case is designed to
encourage discussion, debate and exploration of the options available to
the strategic public relations manager today.
In this pithy yet compact book, David Wolf, provides business owners and
PR practitioners with a roadmap to corporate credibility in China. Laced
with thoughtful advice and braced with illustrative cases, Public Relations
in China strips out the jargon and offers something rare: a practical
handbook for building and defending a brand in China.
Small business owners have limited resources and often forego publicity,
which is vital for establishing credibility in their industry. Appearing in the
media gives the business owner a third party endorsement and can be
influential in gaining new clients and customers.
In this updated edition of the successful Public Relations Handbook, a
detailed introduction to the theories and practices of the public relations
industry is given. Broad in scope, it; traces the history and development of
public relations, explores ethical issues which affect the industry,
examines its relationships with politics, lobbying organisations and
journalism, assesses its professionalism and regulation, and advises on
training and entry into the profession. It includes: interviews with press
officers and PR agents about their working practices case studies,
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examples, press releases and illustrations from a range of campaigns
including Railtrack, Marks and Spencer, Guinness and the Metropolitan
Police specialist chapters on financial public relations, global PR, business
ethics, on-line promotion and the challenges of new technology over
twenty illustrations from recent PR campaigns. In this revised and updated
practical text, Alison Theaker successfully combines theoretical and
organisational frameworks for studying public relations with examples of
how the industry works in practice.
Casing Public Relations
Case Studies and Critical Thinking
A Campaign Case Approach
21st Century Practices and Applications
Planning and Managing Public Relations Campaigns
A Relational Approach To the Study and Practice of Public Relations
This unique collection of contemporary international public relations case studies
gives readers in-depth insights into the effective use of public relations in a range
of organizational contexts. The cases examined demonstrate the breadth of
contemporary public relations practice and the increasing importance and
sophistication of the public relations function in both public and private sector
organizations. Casas from the UK, Norway, Spain, Sweden, South Africa, Canada
and the USA are featured Offering valuable insights into the development of PR
and communication strategies, the areas examined include: corporate identity
change and management global reputation management crisis management in the
oil and shipping industries exploiting strategic alliances between voluntary and
private sector organizations public relations support for international branding
and market entry the importance of internal communications during international
mergers the integration of public relations and marketing communications
business-to-business communications. Also including analysis and discussion
questions to support the case studies and maintaining a good balance between
theory and practice it is an invaluable resource for teachers, researchers and
students working in public relations, corporate communications and public affairs.
Public relation case studies for college students
Getting a public relations campaign or programme off the ground can seem an
overwhelming task. But, as with any project, the secret of success lies in good
planning and effective management. This fully updated second edition of Planning
and Managing Public Relations Campaigns provides a blueprint for all
practitioners. It describes how to initiate and manage the ongoing development of
a programme in a structured way to benefit both the organization and its clients.
Practical and easy to read, the book takes the form of a step-by-step guide,
covering many vital areas including: the public relations function; starting the
planning process; research and analysis; setting objectives; strategy and tactics;
timescales and resources; evaluation and review. Packed with numerous case
studies, the book demonstrates a 10-point plan for ensuring successful campaigns
and programmes. By using the techniques presented here, public relations
practitioners will be able to drive events instead of being driven by them.
Endorsed by the Institute of Public Relations, Planning and Managing Public
Relations Campaigns is vital reading for students, practitioners or managers who
want a definitive guide to the planning and management process.
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Developed for advanced students in public relations, Cases in Public Relations
Management uses recent cases in public relations that had outcomes varying from
expected to unsuccessful. The text challenges students to think analytically,
strategically, and practically. Each case is based on real events, and is designed to
encourage discussion, debate, and exploration of the options available to today's
strategic public relations manager. Key features of this text include coverage of
the latest controversies in current events, discussion of the ethical issues that
have made headlines in recent years, and strategies used by public relations
practitioners. Each case has extensive supplemental materials taken directly from
the case for students' further investigation and discussion. The case study
approach encourages readers to assess what they know about communication
theory, the public relations process, and management practices, and prepares
them for their future careers as PR practitioners. New to the second edition are:
27 new case studies, including coverage of social media and social responsibility
elements New chapters on corporate social responsibility (CSR) and activism Endof-chapter exercises Embedded hyperlinks in eBook Fully enhanced companion
website that includes: Instructor resources: PowerPoint presentations, Case
Supplements, Instructor Guides Student resources: Quizzes, Glossary, Case
Supplements
Public Relations As Relationship Management
Public Relations
The Public Relations Handbook
Public Relations in China
Digital, Global, and Socially Responsible Communication
Managerial Case Studies and Problems
Winner of the 2019 Textbook & Academic Authors Association’s The Most Promising New Textbook
Award How can public relations play a more active role in the betterment of society? Introduction to
Strategic Public Relations: Digital, Global, and Socially Responsible Communication prepares you
for success in today’s fast-changing PR environment. Recognizing that developments in technology,
business, and culture require a fresh approach, Janis T. Page and Lawrence Parnell have written a
practical introductory text that aligns these shifts with the body of knowledge from which the
discipline of public relations was built. Because the practice of public relations is rooted in credibility,
the authors believe that you must become ethical and socially responsible communicators more
concerned with building trust and respect with diverse communities than with creating throwaway
content. The authors balance this approach with a focus on communication theory, history, process,
and practice and on understanding how these apply to strategic public relations planning, as well as
on learning how to create a believable and persuasive message. Key Features Chapter-opening
Scenarios capture your attention by discussing current PR challenges—such as the Wells Fargo crossselling, VW emissions cover-up, and P&G’s “Like a Girl” campaign—and thus frame the chapter
content and encourage active reading. At the end of the chapter, you explore various aspects of
socially responsible communication to “solve” the PR challenge. Socially Responsible Case Studies in
each chapter illustrate the key responsibilities of a modern public relations professional such as
media relations, crisis communications, employee communications, applied communications
research, and corporate and government-specific communications. Each case features problemsolving questions to encourage critical thinking. Social Responsibility in Action boxes feature short,
specific social responsibility cases—such as Universals’ #NoFoodWasted, Nespresso in South Sudan,
and Merck’s collaboration with AIDS activists—to highlight best practices and effective tactics,
showing the link between sound public relations strategy and meaningful social responsibility
programs. Insight boxes spark classroom discussion on particularly important or unique topics in
each chapter. Personality Profile boxes will inspire you with stories from PR veterans and rising stars
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such as the U.S. CEO of Burson-Marstellor, the Chief Communication Officer of the United Nations
Foundation, and the Executive VP at HavasPR.
Applied Public Relations provides readers with the opportunity to observe and analyze how
contemporary businesses and organizations interact with key groups and influences. Through the
presentation of cases covering a wide variety of industries, locations, and settings, authors Kathy
Brittain McKee and Larry F. Lamb examine how real organizations develop and maintain their
relationships, offering valuable insights into contemporary business and organizational management
practices. McKee and Lamb place special emphasis on public relations as a strategic management
function that must coordinate its planning and activities with key organizational units - human
resources, marketing, legal counsel, finance, and operations, among others. A commitment to the
ethical practice of public relations underlies the book, and students are challenged not only to assess
the effectiveness of the practices outlined, but also to understand the ethical implications of those
choices. This second edition includes the following key features: New and updated cases Additional
Professional Insight commentaries Expanded use of charts and photos An appendix with the PRSA
Member Code of Ethics and the IABC Code of Ethics for Professional Communicators A companion
website with resources for the student and the instructor. With its practical orientation and scope,
Applied Public Relations is a useful text for courses on public relations management, public relations
cases and campaigns, and integrated communication management.
Cases in Public Relations presents the diversity of public relations practice in today's complex world.
Containing cases written specifically for this course by faculty of research and practice nationwide,
this book offers the most contemporary and diverse set of cases available. While clearlyillustrating the
functions and contexts of public relations practice, each case also challenges students to consider and
discuss real-world ethical dimensions of public relations.
A Practical Guide to Ethics in Public Relations is designed for courses in contemporary studies of
public relations and communications. This text highlights the delicate balance required to navigate
the values and demands implicit to the field of public relations and those that underlie society as a
whole. Students are encouraged to examine their own values and compare them to those commonly
encountered in a professional setting. A Practical Guide to Ethics in Public Relations is the ideal text
for students grappling with the inevitable ethical dilemmas that arise in professional public relations.
Cases in Public Relations
Strategic Planning for Public Relations
Building and Defending your Brand in the PRC
Theory and Cases
An Integrated Approach
Public Relations Cases
This volume presents a historical and objective overview of the field of public relations in the
past century. It discusses some of the landmark cases in public relations, critiques the
philosophies of innovators such as Ivy Lee and Edward Bernays, and explores how corporate
public relations has affected economic and political trends. The author concludes by offering
long-term alternatives for the future of public relations valuable to both practitioners and
corporate executives.
This unique collection of contemporary international public relations case studies gives the
reader in-depth insight into effective public relations practice in a range of organizational
contexts. The cases demonstrate the breadth of modern public relations practice and the
increasing importance and sophistication of this function both in public and private sector
organizations. This second edition of Public Relations Cases builds on the success of the
previous edition to offer new insights into the changing face of contemporary public relations
and the development of PR and communication strategies. The book also examines: The use of
social media and blogging as a communications medium The growing importance of corporate
social responsibility programmes Local authority identity change High profile international
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charitable fundraising Sports sponsorship Property sector PR. Featuring cases from around the
world, including the UK, India, Korea, Demark, Croatia and the US, this book is an invaluable
resource for teachers, researchers and students working in public relations, corporate
communication and public affairs.
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Cases in Stakeholder Management
The Rise of Social Media and Activism
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